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ABSTRACT 

This project presents the design and construction of a regulated variable power 

supply with digital readout. The project incorporates all the important fcaturcs of and 

ideal power supply system thus making it suitable for powering a wide variety of small 

electronic equipmcnt. 

The whole system is designed arollnd TTL les together with a few components to make 

the summer, the differentiator, thc square wave generator, thc counter, thc dccoder\ driver 

and the display circuits. All that constitutes the whole systelllunit oran ideal regulated 

variable power supply with a digital readout. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

In modern times, electrical power for lise is onen derived from central alternating 

current systems. Many systems however require direct current for operation. The process 

of conversion of the alternating power to unidirectional power is therefore an important 

aspect of system design. This allows eliminating of non-cost effective batteries for 

numerous electrical systems SLlch as radio, television, etc, where they would otherwise 

exist. 

Batteries have the advantage of probability and complete absence of a.c. 

components in their operation. However, there is a danger of leakage, which may 

endanger hundreds of many circuitries through corrosion damage. Also, the electromotive 

force (emf) of the batteries is not usually constant through its life spall. 

To overcome such disadvantages, the most commercial circuits are usually 

powered from the mams 111 order to avoid battery replacement and ensure constant 

performance at all times. Thus, a circuit must be designed' to convert the a.c voltage to d.c 

voltage of a desired value. Such a circuit is called p()w(~r supply unit. Rectification 

which is the process of converting a.c to d.c .voltage of a desired value can either be static 

or dynamic. Static rectification utilizes non-rotating components to achieve the 

conversion while dynamic rectification cmploys rotating machinery. Various types of 

diodes have been used for rectification. These included, the vacuum diodes, selenium 

diodes, semi-conductor diodes (Gc and Se).Thc scm i-conductor diodes, to thc great extent 

dominate most application due to its cOlllpnralivcly low ftmvard yo1tnge drop, typicnlly a 

few volts and the absence of Iilamcllt heaters. 
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Their principal limitations in the current carrying capacity and voltage rating have 

I gradually become a historical sigllificance with current advancement in semi-conductor 

j devices research 

The function of power supply unit is to provide the necessary d.c voltage and 

\ current with low level of a.c ripple and good stability and regulation. In other words it 

• 
must provide a stable d.c output voltage and current even if there are changes in the main 

input voltage and in the load current. 

A further important requirement of a modern power supply circuit is that it should 

be able to limit available output current in the event of overload (current) (\nd also limit 

the maximulll output voltage. Damage to sensitive components such as integrated circuit 

in the instrument can easily occur ifexcessive voltage appears on the power supply lines. 

Today, two types of d.c power supply unit exist: StAHl,"" and J'ARIAHlJj'. 

The one we are dealing with in this design is thc varia hie d.c Ilowel' supply with 

digital rr,adout. Nowday, we realize that the power supply unit constitutes onc of the 

important units of all electronic components. Sometimes, we want a nOll standard 

regulated voltage (say +9v, to emulate a battery) and can't lise 78xx type fixed regulator. 

Or perhaps you want a standard voltage, but set more accurately than ±3% accuracy 

typical of fixed regulators. 

To overcome, this problem, we us "adjustable" -'-terminals regulator. These 

wonderful integrated circuits are typified by the classic· LM317 (used ill this desigll).This 

regulator have no ground terminal; instead, it adjusts VOU1 from 1.25volts up.to 35volts. 

1.1 PI{O.'ECT MOTIVATION: 

The objective of this project is to design and construct a regulated variable 

power sUllply unit with digital I·eadout. The reason behind that is because some 

electronic appliances (DeskJct printer, radio receivers, televisions, etc ..... ) are uSlI1g 
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different ranges of d.c voltage. So, as a future engineer, who intends to work on electronic . 
appliances, it's good to have a regulated variable power supply unit. 

To make it easier to use, I decide to incorporate a digital readout so that you can 

directly read the rating of voltage you choose. 

3 



CHAPTER T\VO 

2.0 LlTEH.ATlJllE IH~Vm'V OF POWI~R SUPPLY UNITS 

2.1IJRINCIPAL METHOD OF OBTAINING STABILIZED POWER SUPI)LY. 

Two major methods are commonly used in obtaining a stable d,c voltage n'om a,c 

mains, The first one is the linear stabilizer methods and the second, is the-switching mode 

stabilizer method. This switching mode power supply unit a relatively new innovation 

and find its main lise in high power applications, 

The linear stabilized power supply unit is comprised basically of fc)ur stages as 

shown in fig,2,O, namciy: 

Transformer stage, 

;b) Rectifier stage. 

ie) Fi Iter stage, 

d) Regulation stage. 

Transformer serves two main purposes, It switches the equipment d.c power lines from 

the main supply and it changes the level of a.c mains voltage to some desired values. 

Thus, we have step-up and step-down transformers. The one we are using in this design is 

a step-down transformer (2401l5volts). 

The rectifier unit corrects the a.c voltage fi'om the transformer secondary windings into 

pulses of unidirectional current. Three types of rectifier circuits are used for single phase 

rectification. There are: 

-Half wave, 

-full wave, 

-bridge full wave rectification, the one used Cor this desigl'l. 
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In the half-wave rectifier, a single diode conducts only 011 one hall' cycles, though a 

simple circuit; it has the main disadvantage of low efficiency which cannot be greater 

than 50%. 

The full-wave rectifier has two diodes each conducting on alternating half cycles 

to give much higher efficiency. However, to achieve this, a transformer with a centre 

tapped secondary winding is necessary. This means that twice the number of turns is 

required on the secondary winding. This circuit was common when valve rectifiers were 

transformers than to use more valves. 

The Iltll-bridge wave form rectiner, now the circuit of choice for this design, uses 

four diodes to ,achieve rectification over the whole cycle. The four (4) diodes can now be 

obtained in one encapsulated unit, which is more convenient and some how cheaper than 

using four separate diodes. 

However, should one part of the encapsulated bridge circuit fails, the whole unit 

then has to be replaced. 
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The tilter circuit unit serves to smooth out the pulses received t1-om the rectifier 

circuit. The circuit can have either the capacitor or an inductive input filter. The inductive 

filter or choke input tilter is more cOllllllonly used \vhen the power unit has to supply a 

large load current. 

On low power equipment, such as design study, a capacitor input filter is more 

typical. The input capacitor called "R.eservoir" is used as storage device for electrical 

charges. The value of the ripple amplitude depends upon the size of the capacitor and the 

load resistance. 

To achieve low value of ripple, a high value electrolytic c~pacitor is used. 

The regulator circuit is lIsed to keep the output voltage constant, irrespective of 

changes ill the load current. The two main types of circuits for regulation are: 

Linear regulation 

Load regulation 

All linear rcgl~lators comprise a control unit, a reference element and an error amplitier. 

In operation, the circuit compares a portioll of direct current output voltage with reference 

voltage. Any dilference between the two values or levels, is amplified by the error 

amplifier and the output is fed to the control unit. The stability and regulation of the 

output depends upon the stability of the reference element and the gain of the error 

amplifier. 

The mam advantage of linear regulators is that the output IS continuously 

controlled to give good stabilization against main input changes. 

The limitation in the linear regulation circuits is that inefficiency. Power dissipated and 

loss ill the series control transistor and this power loss increase with load current. 

Generally, some form of protection is given to the whole circuit design using a common 

form of standard fuse which services to disconnect the unit from the mains supply when 

an over load or short circuit occurs. 
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2.2 MODE OF REGULATION: 

The d.c output voltage of a power supply tends to decrease when the load current 

increases. Also, the root mean square of the a.c (1"'1') input level may vary. 

Regulation in power supply is used for keeping the d.c voltage output constant 

inspite of variations in either the d.c load current or the alternating current input voltage. 

i.Zener diode regul:ltion 

With the reverse breakdown voltage across zener diodes, the output voltage is 

constant for a wide range of current values. 

ii. Voltage n~gula(joll power transformer: 

This is a special transformer designed to provide constant a.c'input to rectifier. 

Regulation is accomplished by saturation of the iron-core. 

iii. Fccdbacl< regulation: 

In this type of circuit, a sample of d.c output is feedback to a stage that can control 

the alllollnt of output voltage. When a sample indicates too little voltage, the output is 

increased. The output is lowered when a sample voltage is too high, An adjustment to 

maintain the d.c output voltage at a specific level is usually provided. Any of these three 

methods of regulation can be used in a regulated power supply unit. 

In this design, we consider the feedback type or regulation method. This is divided 

into shunt and series type of feedback regulations. For more efficiency, the feedback 

regulation is being used, 

2.3 HEGlJLATION STABILIZATION 

The output d.c current, output voltage, Vo, depends on the input regulated d.c 

voltage Vi; load current II and temperature '1'. The change ~ Vo in the OUtput voltage of a 

power supply can be expressed as: 

,1Vo = (dVo/dVi) L\Vi -I (dVo/dIl) L\1I -I- (dVn/dT),1'1' 
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Where the three coeflicients are defined as: 

Stability factor, KI. 

Out put resistance, Ro. 

Temperature cocniciellt, 1<2 

\-Ience the power supply would havc bettcr regulation if each of these threc (3) 

coefficients is kept to a minimum value. 
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TR1 

V,~220v a~ I ~2 r 
~ L 

Fig: 3.2.1 transformer winding. 

3.3. H.I~CTIFICATION ANI) FILTERING CIRClJlT 

3.3.1 RECTIFICATION DESIGN 

As majority of electronic circuits, rely for their operations on the availability of 

sources of d.c power, it then becomes necessary to derive d.c power from a.c source, is 

called rectification. 

The advantage of d.c power obtained from rectification is neat and cheaper than from the 

battery (in long run). Besides, this method ensures continuous and regular supply of d.c 

power. 

There are a number of ways through which rectification can be achieved. In this design 

we shall consider the bridge rectification as shown in fig.3.3.1 below. 

TR1 

ac 22ov11 • 
J 

Fig. 3.3. I. a. Full bridge rcctilicr. 

A 

<?R1 1N1183 
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When point A is positive with respect to point B(positive half cycle), current 

flows fi'om A through 0 l, load RJ. and trough diode 02 to point 13. During the negative 

half cycle, when B is positive with respect to A, current flows by way of diode 03, RL 

and to point A. 

The frequency in tbe load is again twice the frequency of the a.c source but the PIV (peak 

inverse voltage) is the peak voltage value of a.c source, 110t twice. 

Line 
t 

rectified 

vn/t;;HtP 

Fig. 3.3.l.b the output voltage waves form. 

Analysis: 

• The mean load current. 

1m = 1I21tpn Vm/RLsin8d8 

• D.C voltage VeI.c . 

2/'111 
Vd.c = ---:::-: O.636t'lI1 

/I 

• D.C current lel.c . 

II 
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D.C power 

Rectification efficiency: 

11 = D.C.load.polt'e!' * 100% 
A.C.pOlver .011 

3.3.2 FILTER CIRClJIT: 

It is clear that from lig 3.3.I.b the process or passing the alternating current 

through diodes results only in the removal of the negative section of the current. To get 

the resulting wave forms to look like d.c, some form of smoothing needs to be done. The 

circuit employed in doing this, is called smoothing circuit Their main work is to reduce 

the ripple voltage and improve the regulation. Capacitor niter used in this design. 

Vdc 
!J.V 

t 

Fig.3.3.2.a filtered voltage wave form. 

, When the circuit is switched on, the capacitor charges through D I, D2 to peak 

voltage Vp. It then discharges, through the load R.I" exponentially, with time constant 

C*R L. This process repeats itself after every half cycle with the output wave fOfm taking 

the shape shown in fig 3.3 .2.a, provided that Rl,*C is greater than T, the output period. 

Analysis: 

Ripple voltage, V = l/, 
'-' I' ,e 

V J V II, 
(I.C = l' -- =Vp-t1 V/2 

2fe 
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The equation above shows that the larger the value of the capacitor, the more the 

improvement there is in the ripple as well as in the regulation. 

3.4 Al>,JUSTI\BLE RI~GULATION CIRCllIT: , 
The function of the voltage regulator is to provide a stable d.c voltage for 

powering other electronic circuits. A voltage regulator should be able of providing 

substantial output current. 

Nowadays, it exists fixed voltage regulator and vai-iable types. For this design, 

adjustable voltage regulator (LM3 17) is used. This regulator has no ground terminal; 

instead, it adjusts. Vout to maintain a constant 1.25 volt (band gap) from the output 

terminal to the adjustment terminal. The regulator puts 1.25 volts across Rl (fig 3 .4.a) so 

that 5mA t10ws through it. The adjustment terminal draws very little current (500-1 OOma) 

so, the output voltage iscorrcct. 

R2 
Vout = 1.25(1 +--) volts 

I?I 

In this case, the output voltage is adjustable from 1.25 to 25volts. 

LM317 
-~--~---j 

Vin 

3.5v to 40v 

output 
adjustment 

R1240m 

o 

Fig 3.4.a .Variable voltage regulator (LM317). 
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3.5. SUMMING CIRCUIT DESIGN 
The summing circuit provides an output voltage proportional to or equal to the 

algebraic slim of two or more input voltages each multiplied by a constant gain factor. 

The output is phase inverted. 

The op-amp used for this design for the summing purpose is the uA 741 Ie. 

RS 1.2k 

+Vcc =-9v 

Vo 

OP1 !OPAMP 

-Vee =+9v 

Fig.3.S. a slimmer circuit. 

Analysis: 

Point ;\ will be treated as virtual groulld. 

1'1 
1,=-

HI 

h 
V3 --
R3 

VO 
1=--

l?f 

1'2 
Iz ---

R2 

1'4 
14 -- '-

R4 

Applying KCL to point A, we get: 

Or VI V2 V3 1'4 1'0 m + Hi + -1<3 + 1?4 + (- I~l ) = 0 

R412k 

R3 1.Sk 

R26k 
--A.IVV-

R13k 

14 

V4 

V3 

V2 

VI 



The overall negative sign is unavoidable because we are using the inverting input 

tenninal. 

3.6 DIFFEHENTIATon CIRClJlT DESIGN 
The uA 741 operational amplifier is used as ditTerentialor in this design. It has 8 

pins and they are numbered COllnter clock wise fl'om pin 8, beginning with pin 1. Pin 1 is 

called the inverting input terminal and pin 3 is the non ipvcrting input terminal, pin 6 is 

the output terminal and pin 7 and 4 are the power supply terminals labeled V+ and V-

respectively. Terminal I and 5 are used for offset. The pin 8 marked NC indicates no 

connection. 

The Vi and Y power supply terminals are connected to two d.c. Sources. The V+ 

is connected to the positive terminal of one source and Y - is connected to the negative 

terminal of the other source as illustrated in fig.3.6.a where the two sources are +9 and -

9volt. The powers supply voltage for uA74 I range fi'om ±5volt to ±22volt. 

From fig 3.6.b, wc can see that when Yin lI'om the Slimmer, the output of the 

differential amplifier should be equal to zero volt. But, when one is greater than another, 

it will be a difference, then the output should not be equi:{1 to zero volt at~d it will be feed 

into the control logic circuit. 

otI"et I 
, 

8 NC 
Inverting 

2 7 yl 
N . liP . oil-Inverting 2 6 output 

liP 4 5 
Y' offset 

Fig 3.0.a U/\ 741 pin configuration 
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6 

Yin 

I---"'-----{ From su III mer 

.., -, 
---0 V in 

From regulator 

Fig 3.6.bsYlllbol of U /\ 741 
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3.7 TIMING CIRCUIT DESIGN 
555 timcr (IC) is lIsed in this design as a square wave generator. It is the most 

useful linear Ie used in electronics where, oscillator, pulse generator, ramp and square 

wave generator, mono-shot multi-vibrator, burglar alarm, traffic light control and voltage 

monitor are used. rig 3.7.a shows the pin contiguration of 555timcr IC 

Function or each pin (terminals): 

Vcc (pin 8) is supply voltage terminal (voltage range from +5V to + 15 V). 

GND (Pin I) is the supply-voltage return line. , 

Discharge (pin 7) is the active - low output when the discharge transistor is 

turned ofl the output is essentially an open circuit. 
, 

Output (pin 3) is a totem-pole output capable of sourcing or sipking up to 200 

MA. When V cc is 5 V, the output line can drive TTL circuits directly. The output stage is 

actually an inverter Ibuffer driver. 

Reset (pin 4) is an active -low inputllsed to turn the discharge transistor 011. 

Trigger (Pin 2) is an active-low input that is enabled when the voltage reaches 

a low of 1/3 Vcc. 

'l'hrcshold (pin ()) is all active-high input that enabled when the voltage reaches 

a high of2/3 Vcc. 

Control logic voltage (pin 5) is an input that controls the threshold input 

voltage level when the control voltage is not being used to modulate the threshold-input 
, 

voltage, is normally connected to a 0.0 I ~lF capacitor whose other lead is grounded. In 

this manner, the upper resistor (R=560 n)conncctcd to Vce in fig 37.b below and 0.01 

~tF capacitor form a deeoupling circuit that prevents power supply noise ,f)"om altering the 

threshold input voltage. 

16 



Vcc (+5v) 

4 8 3 out put to control logic 

--1L.JIS' 

7 

R,= 6.9kQ 555 

6 
5 

2 

16v/47uF I I O.OI~lF 

Fig 3.7.b. 555 timer circuit design. 

The figure 3.7.c below shows one cycle of the output voltage with respect to ground Vo 

and a capacitor voltage Ve. 

5v 
~Ov 

~2/3Vcc 

~l/3Vcc 

, , , , , 
I ...... ··· , , , , , , , 
, I , , , , 

Vc~ (t->CXl) 
··· .. ·· .. ····· .. ··········1· .. ····· . , 

I , 
I 
I , , 

,'" .. ···· .... · .. l· ....... " ............ ,.. : : : ...... ~ 
iEk---,----::>:;.;.:'<=---~>: 0 V (t --)'XJ) 
: 11 : b ': 

Fig. 3.7. c wave form analysis for one cycle. 

Calculations: 

The value of tl, and t2, the frequency and the duly cycle, can be obtained for the 

555 timer using the general equation for charge or discharge of a capacitor through a 

Resistor. 

Where: 

Vc = voltage across a capacitor at a particular time. 

Vr = final voltage across a capacitor, if capacitor continues to charge (or discharge) and t 

approaches infinity. 

VI = Initial value of voltage across capacitor 

"C = time constant RC. 

17 



t = time in question. 

Clwrgc time 0 '21:lV cc cco (Vee-I I:l Vee) ( I-C·III (III 110) ')1113 Vee 

C=IOO~lf 

tl= 0693(56+6.900)* 100 .(; 

Discharge time = ~r'cc (O--~Vcc·) (J _ e 12m2'C) + 3..Vcc 
3 3 3 

= 0.693*6.900* 100* 10·G 

= 0.4781 sec 

Frequency (f) =_-1- = ~ 
II + 12 T 

ON)J(NI 1 1\2) * (' 

0.693(560 + 6.900) * 100 * 10- 6 

0.9951 

f= 1.00 Hz 

Duty cycle = 1/ = RI + R2 
/I + 12 HI + 2 * R2 

560 + 6.900 
=05 

560+2*6.900 . 
=-----

/8 



3.8, COtJNTING CIRCUIT DESIGN: 
The counter (7490) used in this design may be adopted to measure the frequency 

of unknown periodic signal and also 10 measure the period of each cycle of a periodic 

wave form. 

Both applications are achieved by gating the counter, or turning it on for a 

specified time interval, thus permitting it to count the number of pulses' that appear on its 

input during that interval. The block diagram in Fig 3.8.a shows how an AND gate 

(7408 IC) may be used for gating the counter. 

JLJ1F U1 SN7408 
pul se to be 

connecte 

~ co unte r 
, 

numeri c 
I de cod er/d rive r display '----" 

LL reset reset 

T1 T 2 network 

Fig 3.8.a Block diagram of AND gate (7408) used for gating 7490. 

The AND gate (7408) permit driving pulses to appear at the input of counter when 

coincide in time with the appearance of an enabling pulse TI T2. The counter then adds 

the pulses passed on by the coincidence (AND gate) during the interval T I '1'2 ancl, 

displays them numerically. 

Vcc 

5 12 

2 

from control logic 3 11 

14 

6 9 

7 

} 10 de ODdec/d riv" 

10 8 

~ 10 rumme{ 

rig 3.8.b Circuit diagram for 7490 counter. 
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3.9 DECODEIVnRIVER AND SEVEN-SEGMENT DISPLAY 

3.9. t Decodcr/Odvcr" 

The output from the counter circuit needs to be decoded. To accomplish this, 7448 

IC is used as decoder/driver for that purpose. 

Each of the segments of the LED display requires a specific current to drive it. This 

current may be supplied by individual driver transistors whose input is supplied by the 

decoder and whose amplified output drives specific line segments. To avoid the use of 

external transistor, in this design we decide to use IC decoder (7448) that, contain built in 

drivers. The circuit diagram of the 7448 is shown below. 

Vcc=+5v 

16 J 
7 

13 

input 

6 
12 , 
11 output' 

1 
10 

from co unte r 
9 to 7-segment display 

2 

8 
15 

14 

Fig.3.8.c Circuit diagram oCthe 7448 decoder/driver. 

Ten four-input AND gates can be llsed to illustrates how the decoder decode what 

it receive fi'olll the counter. Each of which develops an up output uniquely for one of the 

decimal. 

+ + 
Q;\ U1 SN7421 
Oil + 

(1 ) + 

U1 SN7421 

+ 
(0 ) 

<\ 
UI> + 

+ 

Q II QIl QcQn =7 
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3.9.2 SEYEN-SI£GMENT DISPLA Y 

a) 7-Scgmcnt LED Display 

Aller a binary IlullIber, stored in a cOllnter, has been decoded, that is, allcr it decimal 

equivalent has been determined by automatic electronic deciphering gates, it is desirable 

to display the result as a decimal number. To accomplish this, we use the most common 

display. As evident from Fig 3. 9.2.a, this numerical display, consist of seven line 

segments arranged in the form of the numeral 8. 

a 

Fig 3.9.2.a Seven segment LED display (FND 360). 

Each of the line segments is an LED, which lights up along it entire length when 

activated. By activating and lightning the correct combination of segments' a' through 

'g', the individual decimal digits 0 through 9 may be formed. 

Seven-segment LED display are either the common anode or common cathode 

type. Each one of them has it own decoder/driver. For power economical reason, in this 

design, we use the common cathode type, so, it does not need any power as the common 

anode needs (+5v). 

When we wish to light up a particular segment, we connect its anode through a 

current-limiting resistor to the output of the decoder/driver. The current-limiting resistors 

are required to protect the LED fj-om burning out. To activate any segment, the output of 
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the decoder/driver must be approximately (+5v) and a current of 10mA. Hence, we can 

calculate the current- limiting resistor value. 

CALClJLA TIONS: 

Since, the voltage drop across each activated LED is approximately 1.7v, hence the 

, 
voltage across R is: 

VR = (+5v-1. 7v) 

= 3.3v 

Then the resistor value is: 

R = 3.3V 
O.OIA 

R = 3300 

R = 3300 

II II ~ 
d To the 

II II : 

decoderl driver 

g 

Fig 3.9.2.b common cathode 7-segmellt with current limiting resistors 

b) Digital display system: 

pulser ~_--I BCD 
counter 

Decoder 
Idriver R = 3300 

Fig 3.9.2.c.block diagram of a simple digital display system. 
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Fig 3.9.2.c shows a block diagram of a simple digital display system. This include a 

pulser as signal source, a BCD counter, a decoder/driver and a seven-segment LED 

Readout. 

The counter receives serial pulses and is triggered by the negative edge of these 

pulses. The outputs of the J-K !lip-nap in this counter hold a unique weighted binary 

number, which corresponds to the number of pulses received and counted. Tbis, the 

weight of QA is J, Q2 is 2, Qc is 4, and QD is 8. Because this is a BCD counter, the output 

of Qi\ through QD on the tenth pulse is O. There are seven output terminals on the 

decoder/driver, lettered a though g, each of which is connected to a resistor R to the anode 

of tile corresponding line-segment LED on the seven-segment display. 

On the count of ], that is after the first pulse is entered illto the counter, line segments b 

and c must light to setup the numeral I. This main that the outputs band c of the 

decoder/driver, must go low (0): to complete the electrical circuit for these segment, so 

that they can light. All other outputs of the decoder/driver must be light, that is the output 

of the decoder/driver at <1, d, c, f and g must be +5v (approximately). The generation of 

the nine numer,als may be explained similarly. 
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Blocl\. diagram of a regulated variable power supply with a digital readout 

Clock Pulse ~ ~ 

AC 220v 
111 

Step down 
transformer 

generator 

11\ 

Reclifier and 
f----.).:::.I smoothcring 

7 -segment 
BCD I~ display 
counter driver 

Voltage I-E-- Voltage 
summer 

comparator 
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CIRCUIT DIAGRAM Olt A REGULATED VARIAHLE POWER SUPPLY 
WITH A DIGITAL READOUT 
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CHAPTER FOlJR 

CONSTRlJCTION AND TESTING 

4.0CONSTHUCTION 
The construction of regulated variable power supply with a digital readout has 

been carried out as follows: 

AtLer the purchasing of all components being lIsed ill this design, a test has been carried 

Ollt in order to makc sure thaI all the components are ill good condition of usc. For this 

matter a digital meter has been used. 

The second stage of this design is that, the components layout for the system has 

been designed. Then components were mounted on the bred-board which makes it 

possible to make some changes as the need arise and it makes easier to locate bugs. 

Having being satisfied with the behavior of the circuit, it was then transferred to 

the Vera-board; carefully the components were soldereel'by mean of soldiering iran and 

lead. 

A 16-pin, 14-pin 8-pin dual ill line Ie sockets was uscd to plug ICS into the 

circuit. This way or connecting the Ie is of vital importance because it helps in 

troubleshooting enormously as the IC is removed when making checks. 

The power supply unit was the first unit. That has been soldered. 

Making sure and being satisfied by the voltages from the power supply unit (+5v, 

±9v) including the variable voltage (0 to 9 volt), the timing circuit (using 555 timer) was 

soldered followed by the display circuit. 

Light emitting diode (LED) has been llsed for indication when the system IS 

powered on. 

A 5kQ variable resistor has been cOllnected together with the LM317T Variable th)Jll 0 to 

9v positive. 
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For functionality reason, 1.2kQ resistor fl·om the summing circuit has been changed to 

IOk!2 variable resistor in order to set the voltages that can be displayed. 

For easy troubleshooting, the power supply unit was constructed a pali on a single 

pIece of circuit board and then ditTerent power were taped from it and powered the 

various components in need. 

Also, the signal circuit, which compnses, the timing circuit, the counting and 

decoding circuit were soldered on another piece of circuit board. The display unit was 

constructed on a small piece of circuit bOilrd for easy fixing on the case of the whole 

circu it. 

After the soldering has been completed, the entire circuit was carefully housed in 

a wood case (compartment) the case is ventilated by drilling of the holes on the 

transformer side to avoid system generating abnormal temperature, which can have effect 

on the component and its pcrll)rln<lncc. 

4.1 TI~STING 

. When all the soldering is over, the circuit was traced and retraced to ensure that 

there is no short or open circuit anywhere. Digital meter i~ used to test the continuity of 
, 

the circuit. Being sure that the circuit has been soldered correctly, then power has been 

passed through it for testing purpose. The LED lights up showing that the power supply is 

ready for use. Then, the 10H2 variable resistor was set so that the display should be form 

o to g volts while the 5kQ variable resistor was set at is minimum value. After that, the 

reset switch is pressed in order to reset the display at 0 volt. So, to get the different values 

of the output voltage, the 5kD. variable resistor is control from 0 to 5kQ and then the 

corresponding output voltages were obtained. 
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4.2 IUCSULTS 
The table below gives liS the different output voltages for a given value ofthe 51( 

variable resistor. 

~. 

RESISTOR(kn) OUTPUT YOLTAGES( Y) 

0.5 0 

I I 
-- -

1.5 2 
2 3 

2.5 4 
3 5 

3.5 6 
4 7 

4.5 8 
5 9' 

I 
I 
I 
I 
l 
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